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Abstract 

The group Cooperative Phenomena at the Eindhoven University ofTechnology in cocper
ation with the group magnetism at the Philips Research Laboratories investigates on ultra 
thin magnetic films separated by other (non) magnetic films. The stacking of these layers 
can go up to hundreds of layers and are therefore often denoted as multilayers. 

Structural information about these multilayers is obtained fromNuclear Magnetic Res
onance (NMR) experiments. NMR is an elegant metbod to obtain information about the 
local environment of a resonating nucleus. The magnitude of the hyperfine field at this 
nucleus provides for instanee information about the crystal structure, strain in the lattice 
and the kind of nearest neighbour atoms. This report discusses the structural properties of 
sputtered Co/Cu multilayers, MBE grown r-MnAl/Co multilayers and electrodeposited 
Co wires. 

The interest of the sputtered Co/Cu multilayers emanates from the question whether 
or notultra thin Co layers form clusters. The NMR spectra for Co thicknesses of 15 to 5 
A are measured at 1.6 K and show that the Co atoms are stacked in a fee structure. The 
interface intensity for Co thicknesses above 10 A approximately remains constant and ap
parently have stabilised into a continuous Co layer. However below thicknesses of 10 A the 
interface intensity decreases, which can be explained when one assumes that the layers are 
broken up into clusters of Co. The significant bulk contribution of the multilayer with a 
Co thickness of 5 A , which is somewhat more than 2 atomie layers, is additional evidence 
for the formation of clusters. Computational calculations of the concentratien Co in each 
atomie layer show that for all multilayers the Co has a continuous Co layer except the one 
with a Co thickness of 5 A and that the Co atoms in ultra thin layers form clusters. The 
interface roughness of the multilayers is about 3 atomie layers. 

Bulk r-MnAl grown on GaAs ( 1 00) substrate has a magnetocrystaline anisotropy, which 
is directed perpendicular to the film. In the r-MnAl/Co superlattices the constituent layers 
show orthogonal directed magnetisation: in plane of the film for the Co layers and out of 
plane for r-MnAl. The best fits of the XRD spectra are obtained when one assumes that 
Co has a forced bcc structure. Direct proof of the existence of bcc Co can be achieved 
from our NMR experiments. Although the NMR spectra are difficult to interpret the pres
enee ofbcc Co in these superlattices is certainly established. The bcc Co structure in these 
multilayers is not a stabie state, because it relaxes to fee Co in time. 

One of the methods to measure the current perpendicular to plane giant magneto re
sistance is to grow Co/Cu multilayers in the pores of a filter on a Au substrate by elec
trodeposition. In this report some preliminary results, of pure Co grown in the pores, are 
discussed. A first question is whether or not a good crystal structure in these pores can 
be grown. Therefore NMR spectra, for different pore diameters or Co wire thicknesses, 
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are measured at 4.2 K. For pore diameter above 50 nm the Co atoms clearly have a fee 
stacking, but also contain a lot of stacking faults. However probably the stacking faults 
originate from a transition of fee Co near the Au to hcp Co at the end of the pores. From 
our spectra it can be concluded that filters with pore diameters of~ 50 nm probably should 
be used for multilayer growth, because filters with a smaller pore diameter have too much 
stacking faults and the spectra of thicker Co wires hardly have any improvement. 



Technology Assessment 

In the group Cooperative Phenomena at the Eindhoven University of technology in co
operation with the group Magnetism at the Philips Research Laboratories the research is 
focused on ultra thin magnetic films combined withother (non) magnetic films, which are 
for instanee of interest because of the giant magneto resistance (GMR) effect and the per
pendicular to plane magnetic anisotropy. 

The GMR effect is very promising for application in magnetic read heads for magnetic 
tapes and rigid disk recording. Somc other application areas are magnetic field sensors, po
si ti on sensors and magnetoresistive compasses. Also, memory chips based on the GMR 
effect (Magnetic Random Access Memory) are of interest. The magnetic anisotropy di
rected perpendicular to plane of the film can be used for compact data storage on hard 
disks, magneto optical disks or credit cards. 

The properties of these ultra thin magnetic films are strongly dependent on the struc
tural quality. Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) offers the possibility to determine this 
structure on a local scale. For instanee the bulk and the interfaces can be characterised by 
use ofNMR. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduetion 

The research done by the group Cooperative Phenomena at the Eindhoven University of 
Technology in cooperation with the group Magnetism at the Philips Research Laborato
ries is focused on samples which consist of ~xtremely thin magnetic layers combined with 
other (non) magnetic layers. These samples have remarkable magnetic properties, which 
are briefly considered in this chapter. 

The stacking of the magnetic and non magnetic layers can go up to hundreds of layers 
and are therefore often denoted as a multilayer. Usually a multilayer is composed of a 
stacking of two different elements for example Co and Cu. Often a base or seed layer is 
grown prior to the actual multilayer to tune some of the multilayer properties like crystal 
orientation or texture. On the top of the multilayer sametimes a top layer is deposited, 
which prevents the multilayer from oxidation. These multilayers can be made by several 
techniques, for example: sputtering, molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) or electrodeposition. 

As already mentioned the interest of these artificial samples originates from their re
markable magnetic properties, which have some fascinating teehoical applications. Some 
of these properties are found in the magnetic anisotropy, the interlayer coupling and the 
magneto resistance effects, which will be discussed briefly in the following. 

• Magnetic Anisotropy. 
The magnetic anisotropy is the preferential direction of the magnetic moments, which 
are influenced by several aspects: for instanee the sample shape (shape anisotropy), 
the crystal field (crystal anisotropy) and the surface structure ( surface anisotropy). In 
a thin film the shape anisotropy, caused by demagnetisation fields, forces the mag
netisation to lie in plane of the film. However strain and interface roughness can 
cause the magnetisation to align perpendicular to the film. In ultra thin layers these 
anisotropy effectscan dominate and cause a perpendicular anisotropy. For example 
MBE grown multilayers with a period of 2 À Co and 4 À Ni have shown that the 
preferen ti al axis or easy axis is directed perpendicular to the film plane [ 1]. This 
has great technica} interest because it can be used for compact data storage on hard 
disks, magneto optica} disks or creditcards. A study about the magnetic anisotropy 
in multilayers can be found in for example [1]. 
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• Interlayer Coupling. 
Two magnetic layers separated by a (non) magnetic layer can show an indirect cou
pling, which causes the magnetisation directionsof the two layers to align ferromag
netically or anti ferromagnetically. The kind of coupling strongly depends upon the 
composition of the multilayer, for instanee whether the intermediate layer (spacer) 
is magnetic or not, whether the spaeer is a conductor, a semi conductor or an isola
tor and on the thickness of as well the magnetic as spaeer layers. For some different 
compositions of a multilayer the interlayer coupling is stuclied in [1, 2, 3]. A re
markable coupling arises in for example Co/Cu multilayers: the magnetisation of 
the magnetic layers are coupled parallel or anti parallel dependent upon the thick
ness of the spaeer layer. The ordinary dipale interaction will never give a parallel 
coupling not to mention an oscillatory behaviour. The physical mechanism of this 
coupling and some other influencing aspects to the behaviour of this kind of multi
layers is described in [2]. 

• M~gneto Resistance Effects. 
The electrical resistance of a multilayer depends on the directions of the magnetic 
moments in the magnetic layers. Two field dependent resistance effects can be dis
tinguished: the Anisatrapie Magneto Resistance (AMR) effect and the Giant Mag
neto Resistance (GMR) effect. The AMR effect is the difference in resistance be
tween parallel and perpendicular alignment of the magnetisation with respect to the 
current and the GMR effect is the difference in resistance between a parallel and 
an anti parallel alignment of the magnetic layers. The AMR effect holds for every 
magnetic material while the GMR effect only exists in magnetic multilayers and can 
be n::.;ch larger than the regular AMR effect. The GMR effect can be split up into 
two configurations: the current in plane (CIP) and the current perpendicularto plane 
(CPP). The GMR effect in the CPP contiguration is larger than in the CIP configura
tion. The physical mechanism behind the GMR effect is spin dependent scattering of 
electrons. Electrans with the spin aligned parallel to the magnetisation of the mag
netic layer scatter less than electrans with the spin aligned anti parallel. A resistance 
model shows that when the magnetic layers are aligned parallel the resistance in the 
multilayer is less than when the magnetic layers are aligned anti parallel. As well 
the AMR as the GMR effect can be used for digital read heads of hard disks or DCC 
recorders. A study about the AMR effect and the application on read heads can be 
found in [4] and a study about the GMR effect and its different configurations can 
be found in [5]. 

To study these remarkable magnetic properties it is necessary to know the internal struc
ture of the multilayer. For example the lattice structure, the roughness of the interface, the 
number of stacking faults and the strain in the lattice. A tooi to characterise these aspects 
inside a material is Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR). NMR is based on the fact that 
a nuclear spin energy level splits up into separated energy levels due to a magnetic field, 
which strangly depends on the neighbourhood of the nucleus. A more detailed descrip
tion of the principles of NMR can be found in chapter 2. Chapter 3 describes the magnetic 
field at the nucleus and the influence ofthe neighbourhood on this field. The experimental 
set-up is briefly discussed in chapter 4. Chapter 5, 6 and 7 reports on experimental results 
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of sputtered Co/Cu multilayers, MBE grown r-MnAI/Co multilayers and electrodeposited 
Co in nanowires respectively. 



Chapter 2 

The principles of Nuclear Magnetic 
Resonance 

In this chapter the principles of Nuclear Magnetic Rç:::0nance are discussed, starting with 
a quanturn mechanica} description of NMR in sec ti on 2.1, foliowed by a consideration of 
pulsed NMR in section 2.2. In this section elements as induction signal, relaxation and 
echo intensity are introduced, which are discussed in more detail in sections 2.3,2.4 and 
2.5. 

2.1 A quanturn mechanical description. 

NMR can be understood with the following quanturn JJlPchanical description. Consider a 
nucleus with a total angular momenturn i. The absolute value of this momenturn is: 

IÎI = n)I(I + 1), (2.1) 

with fi the constant of Planck divided by 21r and I the nuclear spin quanturn number, which 
is a multiple of ~. The z component or magnetic component of this angular momenturn is 
equal to: 

(2.2) 

with m 1 the magnetic quanturn number, which can be one of the following numbers I, I-
1, ... , -I. The angular momenturn Îis related toa nuclear magnetic moment Jl, defined 
by: 

ï1 = ,1, (2.3) 

with 1 the nuclear gyromagnetic ratio. 
The magnetic moment Jl and magnetic fields at the nucleus have an interaction, which 

can bedescribed by the Zeeman Hamiltonian Hz, defined by: 

Hz = -(Jl· B), (2.4) 
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Figure 2.1: The splitting of the degenerated nuclear spin energy level by a magnetic field . 

..... 
with B the magnetic field acting on the nucleus. The perturbation theory in quanturn me-
chanics shows that through this interaction the degenerated energy levels of the nuclear 
spin, characterised by m1, split up into separated energy levels (see tigure 2.1). The dif
ference in energy between two adjacent levels is: 

(2.5) 
..... 

with WL the Larmor frequency (resonance frequency) and Btot the total magnetic field act-
ing on the nucleus. An electromagnetic wave with a frequency equal to this Larmor fre
quency resonates the nucleus from one to another energy level. NMR is based on this phe
nomenon and equaticn 2.5 is the associated resonance condition. ..... 

In reality a nucleus also has an electric quadrupole moment Q, which also splits up 
the energy level. However the interactions with the electric quadrupole moment are only 
present when the nuclear spin quanturn number I is not equal to ~ and the local symmetry 
is not cubic. Usually the energy split up associated with the electric quadrupole moment is 
only a small distortion on the energy split up associated with the magnetic moment. There
fore the interactions with the electric quadrupole moment can be neglected. 

2.2 Pulsed NMR. 

The quanturn mechanica! description of NMR gives the resonance condition for one nu
cleus. However in practice not one but an ensemble of nuclei resonate. For such an ensem
ble of nuclear spins, the motion in a magnetic field can be described by the Bloch equa
tions: 

dMz(i) 
di 

dMy(i) 
di 

dMx(i) 
di 

(2.6) 

(2.7) 

(2.8) 
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In these equations M is the magnetisation of the nuclear spin system, x, y, z are the par
ticular components and Msat is the saturation magnetisation. T1 and T2 are the spin-lattice 
and the spin-spin relaxation times respectively, which are discussed in section 2.4. 

When relaxation can be neglected and only a static magnetic field Btot along the z axis 
is present, the motion of the magnetisation is a precession around the z axis, with constant 
magnitude of as well the z component as the projection on the x I y plane. This situation 
is presented in tigure 2.2 and the frequency of the precession is: 

WL = ÎBtot, (2.9) 

the Larmor frequency. 

/ 
.- ---._,I____:;;. 

/ M 

Figure 2.2: The precession of the magnetisation around Btot· 

When relaxation can not be neglected, the magnetisation of the x and y component 
decrease exponentially with a characteristic time T2 , while the z component increases to 
the saturation magnetisation with the time constant T1 . In formula: 

Mx ex exp ( -;J, (2.10) 

My ex exp ( -;J, (2.11) 

Mz ex Msat [ 1 - exp (- ;
1
)] . (2.12) 

The inftuence of the spin-lattice relaxation is illustrated in tigure 2.3, which shows that the 
magnetisation will align along the z axis. The spin-spin relaxation causes the individual 
spins to get out of phase and therefore the net magnetisation in the x I y plane will go to 
zero. 

Now, an additional alternating magnetic field will be applied, defined by: 

Balt = 2Balt COS (wt)ëx, (2.13) 

directed perpendicular to the constant field. This field is linearly polarised and can be split 
up into a leftand a right circularly polarised field with both an amplitude Balt· 
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Figure 2.3: The injluence ofthe spin-lattice relaxation to the magnetisation. 

For convenience the motion of the magnetisation will bedescribed in a rotating frame, 
which rotates around the z axis with a frequency of one of these circularly polarised fields. 
Then one component of the circularly polarised fields has a fixed orientation, whereas the 
other rotates with a double frequency. The influence of the component with the double 
frequency can be neglected compared with the stationary one. When in the rotating frame 
the stationary component is aligned along the x* axis and relaxation can be neglected, the 
equation of motion becomes: 

(2.14) 

with x*, y*, z* the coordinates in the rotating frame . 

./'------+-------• """" ey. 

Figure 2.4: The precession of the magnetisation around the x* axis in a rotating frame. 

Note that when w is equal to 1 Btot. which is the resonance condition of equation 2.5, 
the component along the z* axis vanishes and only the static magnetic field Balt is present. 
This causes the magnetisation to precess along the x* axis (see tigure 2.4). In the rotating 
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frame when the alternating field is only turned on for a time Tp, the magnetisation rotates 
over an angle a described by: 

(2.15) 

By varying the time Tp or the magnitude of Balt the angle of rotation can be controlled. 
Pulsed NMR is based on this principle. A sequence of different resonant Radio Fre

quency (RF) pulses are applied, which results in an induction signal (echo). The pulses 
are applied and the echo is recorded using a coil wrapped around the sample. There are 
a lot of different sequences that generate an echo: the most common one is the Hahn se
quence. The motion of the spins during this sequence is visualised in figure 2.5. First a ~ 
pulse is applied to the spins, which will turn the spins ~ rad. Then, due to field inhomo
geneities and frequency spread of the alternating field, the spins will rotate with different 
Larmor frequencies and get out of phase. This results in a decay of the induction signa! 
and is called the free induction decay (F.I.D.), which is described insection 2.3. Aftera 
time, d, a 1r pulse is applied :md the spins will repbase resulting in an echo a time d later. 

n/2 puls F.I.D. 

n puls ëz. Echo 

-~•'" .. >; l/ 
Figure 2.5: The motion ofthe spinsduringa Hahn sequence. 

2.3 The Induction signal. 

After the ~ pulse the individual spins in the x* j y* plane rotate with different Larmor fre
quencies. This is a result of field inhomogeneities in Btot and spread in the frequency w 

of the alternating field. Due to this spread also nuclei with a magnetic field slightly differ
ent from Btot are rotated over an angle a and precess with a frequency slightly different 
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from WL. This variation in the Larmor frequency results in a lossof the phase coherency 
of the individual spins, which results in a decay of the induction signal, called the free in
duction decay. A time d after the ~ pulse a 1r pulse is applied. This 1r pulse rephases the 
spins, resulting in an echo a time d later. This section discusses a simple model that de
scribes the induction signal duringa spin echo experiment. A more general description of 
the induction signal can be found in [6]. 

The induction signal E in the coil is proportional to- dM,lt(t). The magnetisation, Mx( t ), 
can be calculated consiclering the motion of the magnetisation in a rotating frame, which 
rotates with a frequency w around the z axis. As in the previous section, w is chosen to be 
the main frequency of the alternating field, which is equal to WL. However in this situation 
1 Btot is spread, thus 1 Btot - w is not equal to zero, but is defined as ~w. Th en the motion 
of the magnetisation in the rotating frame becomes: 

8Mx•(t, ~w) 
My•(t, ~w)~w, (2.16) 

fJt 
8My•(t,~w) 

-Mx•(t, ~w)~w, (2.17) 
fJt 

fJMz•(t,~w) 
0. (2.18) 

fJt 

Consicter t = 0 to be the time directly after the ~ pulse. The following begin conditions 
can be defined: 

Mx•(O,~w) 0, (2.19) 

My·(O, ~w) Mo, (2.20) 

dMy·(O,~w) 
0, (2.21) 

dt 
Mz• (0, ~w) Msat- Mo, (2.22) 

with x*, y* and z* the componentsin the rotating frame, Msat the saturation magnetisation 
and M 0 the magnetisation of the rotated spins. The solutions of these equations are: 

Mx•(t, ~w) ex 

My•(t, ~w) 

Mz•(t, ~w) 

sin(~wt), 

M0 cos(~wt), 

Msat- Mo. 

(2.23) 

(2.24) 

(2.25) 

The total magnetisation can be calculated by integration of the magnetisation over ~w 
weighted with a function g(~w), with 

j g(~w)d~w = 1. (2.26) 

The function g( ~w) describes the shape of the spread in w and can be calculated by trans
forming the pulse function in the time domain to the frequency domain (Fourier transfor
mation). Fora block pulse, g(~w) has the shape of a JsincJ-function and for our pulsed 
alternating field, the pulse with the associating shape of the spread in w are presented in 
tigure 2.6. 
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Figure 2.6: (Left) the pulsed alternatingfield and (right) associated Fou;·f~r transfonn. 

However in this simple model g( ~w) is approximated by a rectangular function. The 
height of the rectangle is 2~ and the width is 2{3. The magnetisation of the y* component 
then becomes: 

!{3 g(~w)!vfx•(t, ~w)d(~w). 
-{3 

0. 

~~ g(~w)My•(t, ~w)d(~w). 
u sin ({3t) 

lVlQ {3t . 

(2.27) 

(2.28) 

In the laboratory frame this component has a value along the x axis as well as along the 
y axis, but sirree the induction signal received by the coil is proportional to - dM:lt(t) only 
the x component of the magnetisation is important. Mx ( t) is equal to - My• ( t) sin( wt) and 
the induction signal E becomes: 

( ) 
~" { cos({3t) sin(wt) sin({Jt) sin(wt) w sin({Jt) cos(wt)} 

t f <X lVlQ t - t 2{3 + {Jt . 
(2.29) 

This equation describes the free induction signal directly after the ~ pulse. After a 
time d the 1r pulse is applied. This causes the spins to precess in the opposite direction 
and rephase to an echo. In a first approximation the echo can be considered as a rising 
and decaying free induction. In that case the induction signal, after the 1r pulse, can be 
described by equation 2.29 replacing t by - ( t- d). The induction signal, during the Hahn 
sequence, is presented in tigure 2.7: the induction decays after the ~ pulse and rises to the 
echo after the 1r pulse. 
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ë(v)l 
! Free Induction Decay Echo 

rr-pulse t(J.lS) 

rr/2-pulse 

Figure 2.7: Thefree induction decay and the echo, induced by the two pulses in the Hahn 
sequence. 

2.4 Relaxation. 

As stated in the BI och equations 2.6, 2.7 and 2.8 the motion of the magnetisation depends 
on the spin-lattice and the spin-spin relaxation times. In this section the principlesof these 
times and two pulse sequences to measure these times will be discussed. 

The spin-lattice relaxation causes the magnetisation to align along the z axis until the 
saturation magnetisation is reached and is therefore sametimes called the longitudinal re
laxation. The spin-spin relaxation red u ces the magnetisation component in the x/ y plane 
and is therefore sametimes called the traasverse relaxation. The result of the spin-spin 
relaxation is in principle the same as the loss of phase coherency due to the field inho
mogeneities however in the latter process the spins do not lose identity and still can be 
rephased. 

The origin of the relaxation mechanisms can be explained by a two level system with 
an energy difference .6. E = 1 nBtot. The upper level consists of nuclei with the spin down 
and the lower level consists of nuclei with the spin up. In equilibrium the difference in 
population between the two levels is described by the Boltzmann distribution function: 

Ndown _ (- 1nBtot) 
Nup - exp kbT . (2.30) 

Here is kb the constant of Boltzmann, T the absolute temperature and N the population of 
the up and down nuclei. This equation shows that when the temperature is lower, more 
nuclei will have a spin up and since the population difference between the two levels is 
proportional to the magnetisation this results in a larger magnetisation. 

However due to the alternating field nuclei flip from one to another level and the pop
ulation difference will go to zero and can not be described by equation 2.30. When the 
alternating field is stopped the population difference goes back to the equilibrium state 
with a characteristic time T1 , the spin-lattice relaxation time. A more detailed description 
of this processcan be found in [7]. 
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To understand the principle of the spin-spin relaxation time one should note that when 
a nucleus goes from the upper to the lower energy level the nucleus radiates a photon. This 
photon can be absorbed by the lattice or by another nucleus. When the photon is absorbed 
by the lattice the population difference goes to the equilibrium state (spin-lattice relax
ation), while when the photon is absorbed by another nucleus two nuclei change identity 
(spin-spin relaxation). 

The chance that a photon is absorbed by the lattice is usually smaller than the chance 
that it is absorbed by another nucleus. This explains why the spin-spin relaxation time is 
usually shorter than the spin-lattice relaxation time. The duration of one Hahn sequence 
must be much shorter than the spin-spin relaxation time, because otherwise no echo will 
be observed. In formula: T2 » 2d + 3n:., with d the delay time and T!!. the time of the 2!:2 2 2 

pulse. 
Todetermine the spin-spin and the spin-lattice relaxation times the Carr Pureeli Mei

boom Gill (CPMG) sequence and presaturation sequence are used respectively. The CPMG 
is shown in figure 2.8(a) and the presaturation sequence in (b ). In these figures horizontally 
the tit;:~e and vertically the processes are presented. 

The CPMG sequence starts with the Hahn sequence, which is foliowed by a number 
of 1r pulses. Every 1r pulseinduces an echo which intensity will decrease exponentially as 
stated in equation 2.10 and 2.11. From this exponential decay T2 can be determined. 

tL~ exp(-~,) 
i (\ (\ 

TC/2 puls TC puls Echo TC puls Echo 

(a) 

Co mb n/2 puls n puls 

d 

(b) 

~ /\ 
TC puls Echo 

echo 

d 

Figure 2.8: Two pulse sequences to determine the different relaxation times. In (a) the 
CPMG sequence forthespin-spin relaxation time and in (b) the presaturation sequence 
for the spin-lattice relaxation time. 
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The determination of the spin-lattice relaxation time is more difficult. First the mag
netisation is randomly saturated. This can be done with a comb sequence, which is a large 
number of ~ pulses. Then after a time o the Hahn sequence is applied. The intensity of 
the echo is proportional to the number of spins that were aligned along the z axis after 
this time o. The echo instensity as a function of o describes an exponential function, like 
equation 2.12, from which T1 can be determined. 

2.5 The Echo intensity. 

For magnetic materials the resonance condition can be described by: 

(2.31) 

with f the frequency of the alternating field, Bappl the applied magnetic field and Bh! the 
effective hyperfine field (see chapter 3). The problem is to determine the hyperfin~ field 
Bh!. Th is can be done by sweeping the frequency of the alternating field or the magnitude 
ofthe applied field. In both ways this results in a spectrum of echo intensity as a function of 
the hyperfine field. However the intensity of the echo depends on the measurement methad 
and therefore this section discusses the differences between the two methods. 

As shown in section 2.3, at the time of the echo, the induction signal (and thus echo 
intensity) is proportional to M0w. Here M0 is the magnetisation ofthe rotated spins, which 
is proportional to: 

(2._j2) 

in accordance with the Curie law. In this equation is N the number of resonating nuclei 
and T the absolute temperature. 

The intensity S can be described by: 

PN Sex-r· (2.33) 

using the above standing information. The intensity is proportional to the number of nuclei 
that resonate, the square ofthe frequency ofthe alternating field and inversely proportional 
to the temperature. We are interested in N, because we want to know the number of nuclei 
having a particular hyperfine field. The dependency of the echo intensity with P makes 
that in a frequency scan the intensity should be corrected with f2 • 

However the intensity of the echo is also inftuenced by several other aspects. For ex
ample: 

• The spin-spin relaxation. 

• The inhomogeneities of the alternating field. 

• The penetratien depth of the alternating field. 
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• The enhancement of the transmitting alternating magnetic field and receiving induc
tion signal. 

The first item, the spin-spin relaxation, reduces the echo intensity exponentially with 
the characteristic spin-spin relaxation time T2 • In formula: 

t 
Sex exp( --) 

T2 
(2.34) 

Si nee T2 varies in a spectrum, it inftuences the relative intensities. However a correction for 
T2 is only necessary when T2 becomes comparable with the time of a spin echo experiment 
(T2 ~ 2d + 3T!!.). 

2 

The second item, the inhomogeneity of Balt, influences the turning angle a. The mag-
nitude of Balt is smaller at the boundaries of the coil and therefore spins at the boundaries 
do not exactly rotate over % rad, which reduces the component in the x/ y plane and thus 
the echo signal. The reduction is the same for both kind of scans, but must be optimised 
when coil or sample are changed, which is done by optimising as well the pulse times as 
the magnitude of the alternating field. 

The third item, the skin effect, causes the alternating field to damp exponentially in the 
layer with a characteristic depth o, which is given by: 

(2.35) 

with p the specific resistance, f-l the magnetic permeability of the sample and f the fre
quency of the alternating field. For Co at 1.4 K and f = 200 MHz o has a value of 1000 
A [8]. The exponentially decay causes field inhomogeneities andreduces the number of 
excited nuclei. Both aspects result in a decrease of the echo intensity. The former only 
needs an optimisation as described in the previous paragraph, but the latter one depends 
on the kind of scan. In a field scan it does not affect the relative intensities, but in a fre
quency scan the relative intensities are affected. However for our samples the penetration 
is deep enough to excite all nuclei at every frequency. 

The last item, the enhancement oftransmitting alternating field and receiving induction 
signal, can be understood by consiclering the fact that the electrooie magnetisation and thus 
the hyperfine field vibrate together with these fields. This results in an amplification of the 
magnitude of as well the transmitting as the receiving radio frequency signals, whieh can 
be described by an effective magnitude Bef f, defined by: 

Bef!= (1 -ry)B. (2.36) 

In this equation is 17 the so called enhancement factorand B the magnitude of the alternat
ing fields. 

The value of the enhancement factor depends on the stiffness of the electrooie mag
netisation to sweep with the transmitting or receiving magnetic fields. For instanee in a 
magnetic domain the value is much smaller than at the domain walls. In the situation of 
an applied magnetic field and the material consist of one magnetic domain, the enhance
ment factor can be calculated. Consicter figure 2.9, due to the magnetie field B the elec
trooie magnetisation and thus the hyperfine field have a component along the x* axis. The 
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Figure 2.9: lllustration of the de te nnination of the enhancement factor "7· 

effective magnitude of the magnetic field Bef 1 at the nucleus along the x* axis becomes: 

Beff =IE+ BhJ,.LI = B- Bhf,.L = B- Bhf sine (2.37) 

and thus "7 is: 

Bh! sin 0 
'f] = ___::....___ 

B 
(2.38) 

Due to the applied magnetic field e will be very small and sin e ~ tan e ~ BB ' which 
appl 

implies that "7 becomes: 

Bhf 
1]=--. 

Bappl 
(2.39) 

Now the enhancement factor can be calculated, for instanee for Co with Bhf ~ 22 Tand 
Bappt = 2 T the enhancement factor becomes 11. However when there is no applied mag
netic field e can amount to ~ rad at the boundaries of a magnetic domain and a calculation 
of "7 is not possible. Typical val u es for "7 in the domain walls are 102 

- 104 • 

As already mentioned this enhancement amplifies the magnitude of as well the trans
mitting as the receiving magnetic fields. The transmitting field is corrected by optimising 
the pulse time and the amplitude of the alternating magnetic field to a ~ and a 1r pulse. 
However the correction for the receiving induction signa! and thus the echo intensity must 
be done afterwards. When a field scan is dorre the necessary correction is simple: just mul
tiply the intensity with the applied magnetic field. When a frequency scan is dorre with an 
applied magnetic field a correction is not necessary, because the relative intensities are not 
inftuenced. However when a frequency scan is dorre without an applied magnetic field the 
correction is more difficult, because the enhancement factor is unknown. Assuming that 
receiving and transmitting enhancement have the same magnitude and that the optimisa
tion of the transmitting field only depends on the enhancement factor enables us to correct 
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the induction signa! during a frequency scan at zero field. During the scans the amplitude 
of the transmitting field is optimised at every frequency, by an amplifier. When the opti
mum amplification factor of the transmitting field is very small the enhancement is large, 
while when the factor is large the enhancement is small. The amplification factor can be 
used to correct for the enhancement of the receiving induction signa!. Assuming that the 
factor is inverse proportional with the enhancement factor, the echo intensity can be cor
rected by multiplying with this value. 

The signa! to noise ratio is improved by averaging a large number of echoes. This av
eraging is done in a special way: the phase of the alternating field during the ~ pulse is first 
set to 0 and then set to 1r rad which changes the sign of the echo, but leaves the envelope the 
same. Subtracting these echoes eliminates possible offsets. A more detailed description 
of this averaging can be found in [9]. 



Chapter 3 

Magnetic field at the nucleus 

In this chapter the interactions between the nuclear magnetic moment and the electronk 
magnetic moments in magnetically ordered materials are introduced and expressed as an 
effective hyperfine field acting on the nucleus. In section 3 1 the origin of this magnetic 
field is discussed, section 3.2 considers the inftuence of the environment and section 3.3 
shows a theoretica! spectrum of a Co/Cu multilayer. 

3.1 The origin of the magnetic field. 

The total magnetic field at the nucleus can be split up in a sum of several contributions, 
which originate from different interactions with the nuclear magnetic moment. The nu
cleus interacts with the electroos in its surrounding, which are ralled the hyperfine interac
tions and can be expressedinaso called hyperfine field B~1 . Beside these interactions the 

nucleus feels the magnetic momentsof all other atoms, resulting in a dipolar field Êdip· A 
possible external applied field Bappl interacts with the electroos around the nucleus, which 
introduces an induced field Bind· In formula form: 

_, ...... , _, -+ -+ 

Btat = Bhf + Bdip + Bappt +Bind· (3.1) 

The hyperfine interactions can be represented by the hyperfine Hamiltonian, 
... 

I --+ --+ -+ 

Hhf =I· A· S, (3.2) 

... 
where f denotes the nuclear spin, S represents the total spin of the ion or atom and Ä is a 
tensor descrihing the strength and symmetry of the interaction. 

The hyperfine interactions can be separated in three principle sources: the Fermi con
tact interaction, the dipolar interaction between the nuclear magnetic moment and the un
paired electroos within the same atom and the interaction between the nuclear magnetic 
moment and the unquenched part of the orbital angular momenturn of the valenee elec
trons. The Fermi contact interaction, which is most important for ferromagnetic materi
als, originates from the polarisation of the electroos with a probability density not equal to 
zero at the nucleus. The polarisation consists of: the core polarisation, the spin polarisa
tion and the transferred polarisation. The core polarisation originates from the interaction 
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between the 3d electrens and the inner s electrons, the spin polarisation originates from 
the interaction between the conduction s electrens and the magnetic moment of the atom 
itself and the transferred polarisation originates from the interaction between the conduc
tion s electrens and the magnetic moments of the neighbouring atoms. A more detailed 
description of these interactions can be found in [8, 10]. 

For paramagnetic materials the direction of the hyperfine field varies randomly, there
fore the net result to the total magnetic field will be very small. However for ferromagnetic 
solids the hyperfine field is fixed and has a much larger effect (20- 30 T for 3d elements). 

The dipolar interaction between the nucleus and the magnetic momentsof all the other 
atoms, resulting in a dipolar field Bd;p, can be expressed by: 

(3.3) 

with m; the magnetic moment of at om i, fi the di stance between the nucleus and atom i and 
f-lo the magnetic permeability in vacuum. The summatien is taken over all atoms except 
the one considered. 

This dipolar field can be split up in two fields. An anisotropic demagnetising field 
Edemag and an isotropie Lorentz field, BL, equal to ~f-loMs with Ms the saturation mag
netisation. The demagnetising field depends on the shape of the solid. For an infinite thin 
plate Edemag is equal to -f-lo(Ms · ëz), with ëz the normal ofthe thin plate. When the mag
netisation of a ~hin layer is in plane Edemag = 0 T and only the hyperfine field B~1 and the 

Lorent~ field EL are important. The sum of these fields is called the effective hyperfine 
field, Bhf· 

An external applied ma;;aetic field causes an induced field due to: the Pauli spin param
agnetism, the orbital param~.gnetism and the closed shell diamagnetism. For magnetically 
ordered materials the total induced field is two or three orders smaller than the effective 
hyperfine field and thus can be neglected for this kind of materials. However for paramag
netic materials, where the hyperfine field is isotropie and can be neglected, Bind becomes 
the dominant term for the characterisation of a materiaL 

3.2 The inftuence of the environment on the effective hy
perfine field. 

The magnetic field at the nucleus site is not only element specific, but also strongly depends 
on its local environment. Aspects which can be of inftuence on the magnitude of the hy
perfine field are for example: crystal structure, strain in the lattice and foreign neighbours. 

The magnitude and orientation of the hyperfine field depends on the local structure of 
the crystal. For Co there are three possible crystal structures: the body centred cubic (bcc), 
the face centred cubic (fee) and the hexagonal close packed (hcp). The hyperfine field for 
fee and bcc Co is isotropie and has a magnitude of 21.6 and 19.7 T respectively, while the 
hcp structure has an anisotropic hyperfine field which is given by: 

--+ --+ --+ { 3 cos 
2 

() - 1 } 
Bhf = B; + Ba 

2 
. (3.4) 
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In this equation is Bi the isotropie part, Ba the anisotropic part and e the angle between 
the magnetisation and the symmetry axis (c-axis). According to the literature the values 
of B; and Ba are 22.6 and -0.57 T respectively. The anisotropy can be determined by 
measuring the hyperfine field as a function of the angle between the applied field and the 
z axis. A more detailed description of the inftuence of the structure on the hyperfine field 
can be found in [8]. 

The strain in a crystal is the compression or expansion in the lattice caused by forces. 
The most important forces originate from: the lattice mismatch between the film and the 
substrate, the lattice mismatch between two layers of different elements in the film itself 
and the lattice mismatch due to impurities. Strain results in a change of the lattice struc
ture, which causes a di stortion of the probability density of the spin polarisation at the nu
cleus and thus the hyperfine field. For Co the relation between the hyperfine field and an 
isotropie pressure, P, is given by: 

a ..... -12 -1 
BP ln Bhf = 5.92 · 10 Pa . (3.5) 

An increase in the pressure results in an increase of the magnitude of the hyperfine field. 
The lattice volume V and the hyperfine field have a similar relation. For Co the relation 
between a change in the lattice volume .6. V and a change in the hyperfine field .6.Bhf is 
given by: 

(3.6) 

This equation shows that an increase of the lattice volume results in a decrease of the hy
perfine field. In [8] these relations are described in more detail and compared with the 
relations for some other elements. 

Besides, the effect of strain also the nearest neighbours of a nucleus have a distinct 
inftuence on the magnitude of the hyperfine field. Dependent upon the local structure, a 
nucleus has a number of nearest neighbour atoms, which can be either the same or can 
be different (foreign) than the nucleus considered. When a nearest atom is replaced by a 
foreign one the magnitude of the hyperfine field changes, which depends on the kindandon 
the number of replaced atoms. In table 3.1 the shift in the Co hyperfine field is given when 
one Co atom is replaced by another one. For example when one Co neighbour is replaced 
by a Cu atom the hyperfine field becomes 1.6 T lower. In a simple way the sum of the 
individual shifts is the shift when more then one atom is replaced. For example a Co atom 
in a fee structure with two Cu nearest neighbours has a hyperfine field of 21.6- 2 x 1.6 = 

18.4 T. 
In a multilayer there are nuclei that have a hyperfine field with no foreign neighbours 

in the bulk, but also nuclei that have one or more foreign neighbours in the interfaces. The 
number of nuclei in a specific state can be used todetermine the interface roughness in the 
multilayers. This interface roughness in multilayers will be considered in the next section. 
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Element Shift [T] Element Shift [T] Element Shift [T] 
Al -2.2 Fe +0.9 Si -1.6 
Ni -0.7 Ti -4.0 Cu -1.6 
V -4.0 Ge -1.6 Cr -4.0 

Nb -4.7 Mn -3.7 Ru -2.5 

Table 3.1: Same literature values [JO] ofthe shift ofthe Co hyperfinefieldfor a Co alloy, 
when one nearest neighbour is replaced by a foreign neighbour. 

3.3 A theoretical spectrum of a Co/Cu multilayer. 

A theoretica! spectrum of aNMR experiment applied on a Co/Cu multilayer is given in tig
ure 3.1. In this tigure several peaks can be distinguished: the bulk peak and some satellite 
peaks. The bulk peak originates from Co atoms with only Co atoms as nearest neighbour 
atoms. The satellite peaks originate from Co atoms with one ore mor~ Cu neighbours and 
thus the interface. According to the literature the shift between two adjacent peaks is taken 
1.6 T. Because the bulk peak has a hyperfine field of 21.6 T, the crystal structure is face 
centred cubic (fee). Strain in the lattice shifts the spectrum to the right, when the latticeis 
compressed, and to the left, when the lattice is expanded. 
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Figure 3.1: A theoretica[ spectrum a Co/Cu multilayer. The Co atoms have afcc structure 
and are grown in a (111) direction. 

As mentioned in the previous chapter the intensity differences between the peaks can 
be used to determine the interface roughness. For example two type of interfaces are a 
perfectly flat and a diffuse interface, which cross-sections are presented in tigure 3.2. This 
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tigure also contains the accompanying spectrafora Co atom in a fee crystal structure with 
a (111) texture. In this situation an atom, in atomie layer i, has 12 nearest neighbour atoms 
with 3, 6 and 3 nearest neighbours in atomie layers i -1, i and i+ 1 respectively. Therefore 
the perfectly flat interface only consists of the bulk peak and the third satellite peak, while 
the diffuse interface consists of more satellite peaks. 

A measure value for the interface roughness is the quotient between the intensity of the 
interface atoms and the bulk atoms. In a tirst approximation the interface roughness can 
be calculated by: 

Li S(Satellite ;) 
Interface roughness = Total 5 · 100% (3.7) 

HereSis the area ofthe individual Gauss peaks. In the spectrum presented in tigure 3.1 the 
areas ofthe peaks are: 40, 4, 5, 9 and 2 in a. u. for respectively the bulk, the tirst, the second, 
the third and the fourth satellite peaks. The interface roughness for this spectrum becomes 
33 %, which means that when a period of the Co/Cu multilayer consists of 8 atomie layers 
Co it has 1-2 atomie layers interfac~ on both sides of the Co layer. 
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Figure 3.2: The cross-sections oftwo intelface profiles (fiat and diffuse) and the accom
panying spectra for fee Co in a 111 texture. 



Chapter 4 

The equipment 

This chapter gives a briefly description of the NMR equipment. Starting with the general 
set-up foliowed by a more detailed consideration of the so called LC circuit. A more ded
kated description of the equipment can be found in [9, 11]. 

4.1 General. 

Figure 4.1 presents a schematic overview of the NMR set-up, which basically consistsof 
five units: the controller, signa[ generator, electronic switch, LC circuit and receiver. 

The controller unit, which controls the experiment, is connected to a terminal and can 
be separated into four parts: the data acquisition system PhyDAS, the rererence part REF, 
aprl two loc al oscillators LO I and L02. The PhyDAS system regulates the interfaces, which 
are connected to the measuring bus PhyBUS. For all used frequencies the REF part gen
erates the reference signal. The LO I and L02 oscillators create high frequency signals to 
modulate the echo. 

The signa[ generator creates the ~ and 1r pulse for the Hahn sequence. In the xmit a 
block pulse, made by the PPG interface, is mixed with the a high frequency signa!, gener
ated by a HP 8657 A synthesiser. The resulting high frequency pulses are amplified by the 
RF power amplifier. 

The pulses are led via the electronic switch to the LC circuit, which contains the coil to 
measure (see next section). The LC circuit is used to obtain an impedance of 500, which 
matches with the characteristic impedance of the coax cable and is located in a cryostat to 
obtain low temperatures. A superconducting magnet in the cryostat can apply the static 
field. 

The echo signal in the coil is led via the electronic switch to the receiver, where it is 
amplified by the RF gain amplifier. In the mixer the signa! is mixed to 70 or 40 MHz with 
a signa!, generated by the LO I, which has a frequency 70 or 40 MHz above or below the 
frequency of the pulses. Next, this signa! is amplified by the IF gain amplifier. In the de
modulator the signa! is mixed with two signals, generated by the L02 P and Q oscilla
tors, which both have the same frequency as the signa! but are shifted with respect to each 
other by ~ rad. The signals P and Q, which leave the demodulator, are transformed to 
DC-signals and together contain the information of the echo intensity. 
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Figure 4.1: A schematic overview of the NMR equipment. 
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The resulting P and Q signais are recorded by the anaiogue signai recorder (ASR), 
which averages the different echoes. At this time the echo is in the time domain, how
ever it is more usefui to know the echo intensity in the frequency domain and therefore 
tinally the echo signai is Fourier transformed by the controller. 

4.2 LC circuit. 

A schematic view of the LC-circuit is presented in tigure 4.2. Two variabie capacitors 
Cv, C5 , a coii L and aresistor R are the circuit eiements. The impedance of the circuit 
is frequency dependent, which means that at each frequency the variabie capacitors must 
be tuned to obtain an impedance of 50 n. The resistor is used to reduce the temperature ef
fect of the impedance of the circuit and the quality factor Q, which broadens the impedance 
versus frequency curve, making the circuit applicable for frequency scans. 

Matching of the circuit with the characteristic impedance of the coax cable is achieved 
by miniruising the reftected power. A typical graph of the reftected power, at a particu
lar frequency, versus the echo intensity is given in tigure 4.3, which shows that when the 
reftected power is less than 2 a reasonable echo intensity is achieved. 

The reftection at a particular frequency as a function of the capacitors is presented in 
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Figure 4.2: The LC circuit. 
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Figure 4.3: Typical echo intensity as ajunetion ofthe reflection at 136.327 MHz. 

tigure 4.4. Impedance matching is achieved when the reileetion is minimaL In case of a 
frequency scan the capacitors, which are automated by two computer controlled stepmo
tors, must be tuned to minimum reileetion at every frequency. The shift of the minimum as 
a function of frequency is very smalland can be foliowed easily in steps of i MHz. Note 
that the frequency range is limited to the frequencies where the minimum of the reilee
tion is below 0. 75 and can be shifted to higherand lower frequencies by changing the coil 
around the sample. 
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Chapter 5 

Sputtered Co/Cu multilayers 

This chapter discusses NMR experiments on sputtered Co/Cu multilayers with very thin 
Co layers, which interest emanates from the question whether or not the Co atoms form 
clusters in ultra thin Co layers. Before the results and discussions are presented the moti
vation for the research is explained in more detail in section 5.1. 

5.1 Motivation. 

The GMR effect in magnetic multilayers is based upon Spin Dependent Scattering (SDS), 
which is an asymmetry in scattering rates of the spin up and down electroos in as well the 
bulk of the magnetic layers as at the interfaces between the non magnetic spaeer and the 
magnetic layer. A difficult task is to extract the interface from the bulk process, however 
Swagten et. al. [ 12] have introduced a structure in which the interfacial contri bution was 
established unambiguously. The structure, see tigure 5.1, consistsof a ferromagnetic layer 
F, a non magnetic spaeer S, a ferromagnetic probe layer PR, and on top a thick non mag
netic back layer B. Because ofthe thick back layer, the electroos are allowed to experience 
their full mean free path when they leave the ferromagnetic probe, whereas the thickness 
of the probe layer can be varied todetermine the interfacial contribution. Figure 5.2 shows 
that the main contribution to the GMR effect is the SDS at the interfaces, because the GMR 
effect persists down to very thin Co probe layer thicknesses dpr. 

The data originate from Co/Cu/Co spin-valves grown on Si02 substrates by HV mag
netron sputtering in a Ar atmosphere and are fitted with an exponential expression, result
ing in a characteristic length Ç equal to 2. 7 Á at 300 K. The length scale of Ç is typically 
below 3 Á, which rules out the involvement of bulk scattering to the GMR ratio. 

Although Ç is short it is not equal to zero, which origin may be related to the electrooie 
and/or structural nature of the interfaciallayers. Already from GMR curves and magneti
sation curves there were some indications that it was related to cluster formation. Further 
proof for the existence of clusters in ultra thin Co layers can be obtained from NMR exper
iments. However to do NMR experiments a sufficient amount Co is needed and only the 
structure of the probe layer must be measured, therefore we used separately grown Co/Cu 
multilayers, which are sputtered under exactly the same conditions as the spin-valves. The 
multilayers are composed of Si02 I 200 À Cu I 50 x [30 Á Cu+ ico À Co] I 50 Á Cu, with 
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Figure 5.1: The schematic representation ofthe structure (FIS/PRIB), where down elec
trans scatter at the interface while the up electrans can experience their Juli mean free 
path. 
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Figure 5.2: The GMR ratio for the Co/Cu/Co spin-valves with B = 200 A Cu as a function 
of the probe layer thickness. The curve represents exponential behaviour with a charac
teristic length Ç. 
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tco the thickness of the Co layer, which compares to the probe layer. X-ray diffraction 
clearly shows the (111) texture of as well the spin valves as the samples used for NMR. 

5.2 Results. 

5.2.1 Measurements. 

For the various Co thicknesses, 15 A to 5 A, the spectra are presented in figure 5.3. In 
all spectra the bulk peak is located at about 21 Tand the satellite contributions are on the 
left side of it. The bulk peak is not exactly at 21.6 T, because the Co latticeis expanded 
due to strain. In this figure it is evidently seen that the bulk intensity decreases, when the 
thickness of the Co layers decreases. 
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Figure 5.3: NMR spectra at T = 1.6 K ofthe Co/Cu multilayers with thicknesses between 
15 and 5 A. The spectra originatefrom a field scan and are nonnalised to the nomina! Co 
thickness and corrected for the enhancement and the spin-spin relaxation. 

A typical spectrum of one of the Co/Cu multilayers is presented in figure 5.4 with 
tco = 10 A. The Gaussian peak at about 21 T corresponds to bulk fee Co and the inten
sity at lower fields arises from Co atoms with one or more Cu neighbours. Assuming that 
the area of Gauss peak can be considered as a value for the bulk material and the remain
der area under the spectrum as value for the interface material the interface roughness, as 
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described insection 3.3, becomes about 51 %, which means that in the multilayer the in
terface roughness consists of 1 - 2 atomie layers at each interface. 
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Figure 5.4: NMR spectrum at T = 1.6 Kof a Co/Cu multilayer with a thickness of10 A. 
The spectrum originates from a field scan and is nonnalised to the nomina[ Co thickness 
and corrected for the enhancement and the spin-spin relaxation. 

We have fitted the bulk peaks of all the different spectra with a Gaussian function. The 
areas under these curves are considered as bulk material and the remaining as interface 
materiaL The intensities of as well the bulk (a) as the interface (b) as a function of the Co 
thickness are presented in figure 5.5. For the Co thicknesses from 15 to 10 Á the interface 
intensity is approximately constant, whereas the intensity of the bulk material decreases 
linearly. Extrapolation of the bulk intensity of these data points to zero intensity, shows 
that the interface consists out of 4.7 Á, which means that the interface roughness, as cal
culated before, is 1 - 2 atomie layers at each interface. Apparently, for Co thicknesses 
~ 10 Á, the Co is stabilised in continuous layers, leaving the interface structure al most 
unchanged. However when the Co thickness decreases below 10 Á, we observe that the 
interface intensity decreases, which can be explained when one assumes that the layers are 
broken up into clusters of Co. Additional evidence for the formation of Co clusters is that 
the 5 Á layer, which is somewhat more than 2 atomie layers, still has a significant bulk 
contribution. 
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Figure 5.5: The bulk (a) and the interface (b) contributions to the spectrum as ajunetion 
of the Co thicknesses. 
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5.2.2 Layer Concentration Model. 

In the previous sectien the bulk peak is only considered as bulk materiaL However the 
interface can also consist of nuclei with 12 Co neighbours. Therefore we calculated the 
interface roughness in a more dedicated way, which includes the formation of clusters. 
Like Suzuki et.al. [13], we calculated the concentratien Co x in each atomie layer i of a 
multilayer period. 

A typical result of such a calculation is presented in tigure 5.6. In this tigure the con
centration Co in the different atomie layers is presented. The Co atoms are distributed over 
7 atomie layers (x 2 - x8 ) and there are two atomie layers that have a mixture of Co and 
Cu at each interface (x2, x3 and x1, x8 ). 
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Figure 5.6: A typical result of a concentration profile, which includes a cluster parameter 
0:. 

To calculate a concentratien profile as presented in tigure 5.6 we consicter each atomie 
layer as an alloy for which the concentratien can be calculated by the binomial distribution 
function. In an alloy with a fee Co structure, where Co has 12 nearest neighbours, the 
probability to find a Co atom with N Co nearest neighbours is: 

12! N 12-N 
<I>(N; 12;p) = N!(12- N)!P (1- p) ' (5.1) 

with p the probability to find a Co atom at a particular nearest neighbour site. When the Co 
atoms form cluster instead of being randomly ordered, the probability to find a Co atom 
at a particular nearest neighbour site is higher than the concentratien Co in the alloy. To 
include this property we introduce an equation, which scales up the probability, with a 
parameter o:, when the Co atoms form clusters. This equation is defined by: 

1 - exp( -5xo:) 
p= ' 1- exp( -5a) 

(5.2) 

with x the concentratien Co and o: the cluster parameter. When o: = 0 the Co atoms are 
randomly ordered and when o: > 0 the Co atoms form clusters. The probabilities as a 
function of the concentratien forsome different o: are presented in tigure 5.7. 
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Figure 5.7: The probability of finding a Co atom at a particu/ar nearest neighbour site as 
a function of the concent ration x at different cluster values a. The inset shows a possible 
distribution of Co ( black dots) and Cu ( white dots) for a = 0 and a > 0. 

These two equations are used to calculate the concentration Co and a in an alloy. How
ever we want to calculate the concentration Co in a particular atomie layer of a multilayer 
period. Therefore these equations are applied to each layer, with one a for the multilayer 
period and a variabie x in each atomie layer. In a fee structure with a ( 111) texture a Co 
atom has 3 nearest neighbours in layers i - 1 and i+ 1 and 6 nearest neighbours in its own 
layer i. In this case the probability of finding Co atoms in layer i with N nearest neighbour 
Co atoms becomes: 

(5.3) 

with 2::::::' taken over all sets satisfying N = ni-l + ni + ni+l· The total number of Co 
layers with N nearest neighbours P(N) can be calculated by a summation over alllayers 
of a multilayer period weighted with the concentration in the layer: 

(5.4) 

Todetermine the atomie layer concentrations and a we wrote a program, which opti
mises a and the concentrations so that 

L { P( N) - Ipeak,relative( N)} 2 = minimaL 
N 

(5.5) 
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Here the summation is taken over all peaks and Ipeak,relative ( N) the relative intensity of the 
peak with N Co nearest neighbours. To know the intensities our spectra are scaled to the 
total amount of Co in a multilayer period and are fitted with 5 Gaussian functions, corre
sponding to the bulk and the first four satellites. However, while we do not measure any 
intensity at lower hyperfine fields, we are not sure that they are all equal to 0. When they 
are not, the absolute values of the fitted intensities are too high and therefore the relative 
intensities are used to minimise instead of the absolute fitted intensities. 

The fitted positions of the peaks, presented in figure 5.8, show that for every Co thick
ness a particular peak has, within its error, the same hyperfine field. The shift in the hy
perfine field, when a Co atom is replaced by a Cu atom is about 1.5 T. 
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13 
4 6 8 10 12 14 16 

tco (À) 

Figure 5.8: The fitted positions of the different peaks as a function of the Co thickness. 

The following examples explains the way the calculations are done. Consicter a multi
layer period, which consistsof 5 atomie layers Co. Assuming that the Co is distributed over 
9 atomie layers and that atomie layer 5 consists out of bulk Co, a and the concentrations in 
layers 1 to 4 and 6 to 9 must be optimised. Therefore we suppose that the concentrations 
inlayers 1, 2, 3 and 4 are equal to the concentrations inlayers 9, 8, 7 and 6 respectively, the 
concentration in layer 1 :::; 2 :::; 3 :::; 4 and the summation of the concentrations is within 1 
% equal to 5 atomie layers o:=i X i = 5 ± 1% ). As well the concentrations as a are split up 
in a number of equidistant steps between 0 and 1 for which a calculation of P( N) is done 
when a combination fulfils the previous statements. 

The fit errors are hardly of infl.uence on the calculated concentration profile. When 
for instanee a spectrum consists of four peaks with a fit error of 5 % for each peak, the 
concentrations and a remain within 5 % the same after a calculation. 
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In figures 5.9 (a,b,c,d,e) the fits of the spectra and their accompanying calculated layer 
concentratien (grey columns) and probabilities (light grey columns) are shown. The Gaus
sian functions, presented as dotted lines, correspond to bulk and satellite peaks and the 
solid line is the summatien of the Gaussian functions, which is fitted with the experimen
tal data. The areas of the Gaussian functions, which are used to calculate the Co concen
tratien in the atomie layers of a multilayer period, are a value for the number of atomie 
layers in a particular state. The calculated layer concentratien (grey columns) show that 
for all Co thicknesses there is a closed layer except for the multilayer with a Co thickness 
of 5 A. For all thicknesses o: is larger than 0, which means that the Co distribution shifts 
from completely random (Binomial) to terraces of Co. The high value of o: = 0.65 for the 
multilayer with tco = 5 A is additional evidence for the formation of clusters in the ultra 
thin Co layers. 

An in first glance strange observation is that the concentratien profile of the multilayer 
with tco = 8 A consists of 2 atomie layers bulk material, while the multilayers with tea = 
10 and 12 A consists of 1 atomie layer bulk materiaL However o: for the multilayer with 
tco = 8 A is smaller than for the multila_y.:!rs with larger tc0 • Consiclering this the atomie 
layers of multilayers with large tea consist of an al most continuous terrace of Co, see light 
grey columns, and the interface roughness becomes about 3 atomie layers. 
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Figure 5.9: Left thefits ofthe NMR spectrum by 5 Gaussianfunctions, which corresponds 
to different peaks and right the accompanying Co concentration (gray columns) and prob
abilities(light greycolumns) in the atomie layers ofamultilayerperiod. Thefigures a,b,c,d 
and e correspond to the multilayers with a Co thickness oj5, 8, 10, 12 and 15 A respectively 
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5.3 Conclusions 

The Co in the sputtered Co/Cu multilayers grow in a fee crystal structure. The interface 
roughness calculated by the layer concentratien model (3 atomie layers) is more reliable 
than the model described in sectien 3.3 (1- 2 atomie layers). The reason for this is that in 
the latter model Co atoms with 12 Co nearest neighbour atoms only can belong to bulk Co, 
while also Co atoms with 12 Co neighbours can belong to the interface, especially when 
there is cluster formation like in our multilayers. In multilayers withultra thin Co layers ( 5 
Á) do not have a completely closed layer, but still have a significant bulk peak. This can 
only be explained when one assumes that in these ultra thin multilayers the atoms have 
formed clusters. The large value of a (0.65) calculated for this multilayer is additional 
evidence for the formation of clusters. 



Chapter 6 

MBE grown T-MnAVCo multilayers 

6.1 Motivation. 

T. Sands et.al. [14j reportedin 1990 the growth of epitaxial r-MnAl ferromagnetic films on 
GaAs substrates by Molecular Beam Epitaxy. Reftection High Energy Electron Diffrac
tion (RHEED) and x-ray diffraction (XRD) showed that the r phase films grow with the 
c axis of the tetragonal unit cell normal to the ( 100) GaAs substrate surf ace. In the bulk, 
r-MnAl is a metastable ferromagnetic phase with uniaxial magnetocrystalline anisotropy, 
see tigure 6.1. Due to the large magnetocrystalline anisotropy these films have a perpendie
ui ar magnetisation, which is for instanee interesting in the fabrication of magneto optica! 
disks. 

C-axis 

Al 

Figure 6.1: A schematic diagram ofr-MnAl. 

Here r-MnAl/Co multilayers [15] are grown on a GaAs (001) substrate, which have 
a remarkable feature. When the Co layers are in the order of 4 - 8 À and the r-MnAl 
layers are in the order of 7 - 15 À thick the constituent layers show orthogonal directed 
magnetisation: in plane of the film for the Co layers and out of plane for r-MnAl, see 
tigure 6.2 in which a schematic drawing of a r MnAl/Co multilayer is presented. 
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A lAs 
GaAs 

Figure 6.2: Schematic representation of the r-MnAl/Co multilayers. The magnetisation is 
in the Co layers in plane and in the r-MnAllayers perpendicular to the plane of the film. 

The multilayers are grown by molecular beam epitaxy. Prior to the multilayer an epi
taxial buffer layer AlAs is deposited on the GaAs substrate. The initiation of the r-MnAl 
superlattice is achieved by depositing at room temperature an amorphous template of Mn0 .5Al0 .5 , 

which will crystallise at about 530 K to r-MnAl. Onto this crystallised r-MnAllayer the 
alternate growing ofMnAl and Co layers takes place 'lt substrate temperature of about 530 
K. The MnAllayers are grown in a ratio 60 Mn to 40 Al in order to achieve good magnetic 
properties of the MnAl T phase. In some multilayers CoAl is inserted between the MnAl 
and Co layers to gain the control of the interface quality. 

RHEED images during growth indicate the epitaxial relationship of the Co and the T

MnAl on GaAs ( 100) and further characterisation of these multilayers is done by XRD. 
High angle XRD spectra are analysed and indicate that a good structural quality is achieved 
and low angle XRD spectra show that the interface roughness between r-MnAl and Co is 
about 1 atomie layer. The best fits of the XRD spectra are obtained when one assumes that 
Co has a forced bcc structure, due to the r-MnAllattice. Direct proof of the existence of 
bcc Co in these multilayers can be achieved from our NMR experiments. 

We have measured three r-MnAI/Co multilayers: 

• GaAs/AIAs + 8x [MnAl (44 Á)/Co (17 Á)]. 

• GaAs/AIAS + 6x [MnAl (35.8 Á)/CoAl (3 Á)/Co (8.5 Á)/CoAl (3 Á)]. 

• GaAs/AIAS + 6x [MnAl (18.5 Á)/CoAl (3 Á)/Co (4 Á)/CoAl (3 Á)]. 

6.2 Results. 

The results of the NMR experiments are presented in tigure 6.3 (a)(b)(c). The spectra are 
recorded by sweeping the frequency in zero field at 4.2 Kin (a) and at 1.6 Kin (b) and (c). 
The spectra are corrected for spin-spin relaxation and enhancement. 
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The sample with a Co layer thickness of 17 A (a) evidently shows that Co grows in a 
bcc structure. However also fee and hcp Co are observed, which can be explained by fact 
that the Co layers are very large (17 Á). Co atoms rather be in a fee or hcp structure than in 
a bcc structure, which in thick Co layers results in transitions to such a crystallattice. The 
intensity on the left si de of the bcc peak probably originates from Co atoms at the interface 
with an Al site atom, because the shift in the hyperfine field when one Co atom is replaced 
by an Al atom is about 22 MHz. The intensity on the right side of the hcp peak possibly 
results from Mn atoms. 

In the multilayers with a Co layer thickness of 8.5 À (b) and 4 À (e) three peaks at about 
210, 190 and 163 MHzare observed. We do not know exactly the origin of these peaks. 
The peak at 190 MHz probably is strained bcc Co, because the Co layers close to the r
MnAllayers are expanded [16]. Additional evidence for this result is that the intensity of 
this peak compared to the other peaks in (c) is smaller than in (b), which means that this 
peak can only originate from the Co layer, which is smaller in (e) than in (b). When this 
is true the peak at 163 MHz can be aresult of CoAl and the peak at 210 MHz of fee Co. 
However it is also possible that these three peaks do not agret to one particular state, but 
are a result of several states with somewhat the same hyperfine field. 
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Figure 6.3: NMR spectra of T-MnAl/Co multilayers grown on a GaAsiA/As substrate. The 
spectra originatefromfrequency scans in zero field and are correctedfor the enhancement 
and the spin-spin relaxation. The measurements are done at 4.2 K infigure (a) and at 1.6 
K infigures (b) and (c). 
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The spectrum of the sample with a Co layer thickness of 17 A is measured two times, 
once in November 1996 and once in February 1997. These two spectra are presented in 
figure 6.4 and clearly show a difference: the intensity of the bcc peak has decreased, while 
the intensity of the fee peak has raised, which means that the bcc Co has relaxed to fee Co. 
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Figure 6.4: NMR spectra of the r-MnAl/Co multilayer with a Co layer thickness of 17 
A measured in November 1996 and in February 1997. The spectra are recorded by fre
quency scans in zero field and are correctedfor the enhancement and the spin-spin relax
ation. The intensities are scaled to the total amount of Co. 

6.3 Conclusions. 

Although the difficult interpretation of the spectra, we have unambiguously established the 
presence of bcc Co in r-MnAl/Co superlattices. The bcc Co structure in these multilayers 
is not stable, which can be concluded from the fact that bcc Co relaxes to fee Co in time. 



Chapter 7 

Electrodeposited Co wires 

This chapter discusses some preliminary results on electrodeposited Co grown in the pores 
of a polycarbonate filter. The motivation for this research is described insection 7.1 and 
the NMR experiments are presented in section 7 .2. 

7.1 Motivation. 

The GMR effect can be split up into two configurations: current in plane (CIP) and current 
perpendicular to plane (CPP) geometry. The GMR effect in the CPP geometry is larger 
than in the CIP geometry. The samples made to measure the CPP GMR effect have special 
configurations, because the ~urrent must go perpendicular to the planes of the multilayers. 
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Figure 7.1: Same configurations to me as ure the CP P GMR effect. 

In tigure 7.1 some of these configurations are presented. The CPP microstructured 
contiguration has a width in the order of micrometers, which causes the electric field and 
thus the current to align vertically when there is a potential difference between the upper 
and lower contact points (black layers). The electric fields are usually not only aligned 
vertically, but also have a horizontal component, which includes a GMR effect caused by 
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the CIP geometry. This can be neglected when the sample is small (microstructured and 
nanopores) or when the contact layers consist of superconducting material (superconduct
ing contacts). Another possibility to measure the CPP GMR effect can be achieved by 
growing a multilayer on a grooved substrate. 

The nanopores, discussed in this chapter, are tilled with for instanee a Co/Cu multi
layer, by electrodeposition. From an electrolyte salution of CuS04 and CoS04 , Cu and 
Co can be deposited onto a substrate by applying different voltages which makes it possi
bie to deposit pure Cu or Co with about 2% of Cu. 

In tigure 7.2 a sample with filter is presentedinmore detail. On the bottorn of the filter 
a layer Au is sputtered and on top a dot Ag conductive paint has been put to achieve a 
conduction contact over the pores. The length of the pores is 6 f.LID, the density of pores 
P pore is 6 · 1012 pores/m2 and the width d pore is varied. 

Ppore= 6 1 Q2fm2 

dpore= variabie 

Po re 

Filter .. 

Ag conductive 
/paint 

._Au layer 

Figure 7.2: The schematic representaticn ofthe samples withfilter, which are usedfor CPP 
GMR measurements. 

Because the nanopores are grown in a filter it is a difficult task to get information about 
the structure with for example x-ray diffraction. Therefore we did some NMR experiments 
for pore diameters of 30, 50 ,80 and 100 nm tilled with pure Co from a CoS04 solution. 

7.2 Results. 

The results of the NMR experiments for the various pore diameters are presented in tig
ure 7.3. The spectra are normalised to the different diameters and for diameters 2 50 nm 
clearly a fee Co structure (218 MHz) can be observed. The intensity between 223 and 228 
MHz probably corresponds to hcp Co. The intensity between the fee peak and the hcp 
range originates from stacking faults. The wires with a pore diameter of 30 nm do not 
have any crystal structure, but only consists of stacking faults. 

The stacking of the fee and hcp structure can be considered as a stacking of 3 planes 
A,B and C. The ABCABCABC stacking corresponds to fee (111) and ABABAB to hcp 
(000 1 ). Some examples of stacking faults are ACA, BAC, CBA and BCB. These stacking 
faults have a hyperfine field which differs from the fee and hcp hyperfine field and result 
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Figure 7.3: NMR spectra at T = 4.2 K ofthe Co wires with diameters between 100 and 
30 nm. The spectra originatefrom afrequency scan at zero field and are normalised to the 
nomina[ Co wire surface and correctedfor the enhancement and the spin-spin relaxation. 

into two peaks 51 and 5 2 between the hcp and the fee peak. The hyperfine field of the peaks 
51 and 5 2 are 21.85 and 22.15 T [17] respectively. In our experiments this corresponds 
to 220.7 MHz for 51 and 223.7 MHz for 5 2 • In the spectra we can discriminate these two 
peaks. However some intensity of the 5 2 peak can belong to hcp Co withits magnetisation 
parallel to the c-axis. 

The reason for these stacking faults, in the filters with dpore ~ 50 nm, can be under
stood by the following consideration. Usually Co atoms prefer to have a hcp structure, 
however due to the Au layer the Co atoms are forced into a fee structure. Consictering 
this it can be suggested that the Co atoms at the bottorn of the filter have a fee structure, 
while the upper have a hcp structure and because of this transition, between these struc
tures, some stacking faults will be observed. 

7.3 Conclusions. 

In summary we have presented some preliminary results on NMR experiments of Co wires 
deposited in the pores of polycarbonate filters with electrodeposition. We have seen that 
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these wires consist of a mixture of fee, hcp and stacking faults and suggest that the Co 
atoms at the bottorn of wires have an fee structure, w hile the Co atoms at the top are relaxed 
to hcp. However, this has to be confirmed by additional experiments. 
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